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Abstract—In this paper, a novel algorithm is presented for
the real-time, compressed-domain, unsupervised segmentation of
image sequences and is applied to video indexing and retrieval.
The segmentation algorithm uses motion and color information
directly extracted from the MPEG-2 compressed stream. An
iterative rejection scheme based on the bilinear motion model is
used to effect foreground/background segmentation. Following
that, meaningful foreground spatiotemporal objects are formed
by initially examining the temporal consistency of the output
of iterative rejection, clustering the resulting foreground mac-
roblocks to connected regions and finally performing region
tracking. Background segmentation to spatiotemporal objects is
additionally performed. MPEG-7 compliant low-level descriptors
describing the color, shape, position, and motion of the resulting
spatiotemporal objects are extracted and are automatically
mapped to appropriate intermediate-level descriptors forming a
simple vocabulary termed object ontology. This, combined with a
relevance feedback mechanism, allows the qualitative definition
of the high-level concepts the user queries for (semantic objects,
each represented by a keyword) and the retrieval of relevant video
segments. Desired spatial and temporal relationships between
the objects in multiple-keyword queries can also be expressed,
using the shot ontology. Experimental results of the application of
the segmentation algorithm to known sequences demonstrate the
efficiency of the proposed segmentation approach. Sample queries
reveal the potential of employing this segmentation algorithm as
part of an object-based video indexing and retrieval scheme.

Index Terms—Compressed-domain segmentation, object-based
video indexing, ontologies, real-time segmentation, relevance
feedback, spatiotemporal video segmentation, support vector
machines.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE manipulation of digital video is an integral part of
many emerging multimedia applications, particularly

in the area of personalized user-interactive services, such
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as sophisticated query and retrieval from video databases
[1]–[3]. Such indexing schemes employ descriptors ranging
from low-level features to higher level semantic concepts
[4]. Low-level features are machine-oriented and can be
automatically extracted (e.g., MPEG-7 compliant descriptors
[5]), whereas high-level concepts require manual annotation of
the medium or are restricted to specific domains. In all cases,
preprocessing of video data is necessary as the basis on which
indices are extracted. The preprocessing is of coarse granularity
if it involves processing of video frames as a whole, whereas it
is of fine granularity if it involves detection of objects within
a video frame [6]. In this paper, a segmentation algorithm is
developed to support a novel fine granularity approach to video
indexing and retrieval. The low-level features automatically
extracted from the resulting spatiotemporal objects are mapped
to high-level concepts using an object ontology, combined with
a relevance feedback mechanism.

Several approaches have been proposed in the literature for
video segmentation [7]. Most of these operate in the uncom-
pressed pixel domain [8]–[10], which provides them with the
potential to estimate object boundaries with pixel accuracy but
requires that the processed sequence be fully decoded before
segmentation can be performed. As a result, the usefulness of
such approaches is usually restricted to nonreal-time applica-
tions; this is due to the high computational complexity resulting
from the large number of pixels that have to be processed. Often
the need also arises for motion feature extraction [11]–[13]
using block matching algorithms. Real-time pixel-domain
methods [14] are usually applicable only on head-and-shoulder
sequences (e.g., video-conference applications) or are based on
the assumption that the background is uniformly colored, an
assumption not always valid in practice.

To counter these drawbacks of pixel-domain approaches,
compressed-domain methods have been proposed for spa-
tiotemporal segmentation. However, some of them, although
significantly faster than most pixel-domain algorithms, cannot
operate in real time [15], [16]. In [17], translational motion
vectors are accumulated over a number of frames and the mag-
nitude of the displacement is calculated for each macroblock;
macroblocks are subsequently assigned to regions by uniformly
quantizing the magnitude of the displacement. In [18] and [19],
translational motion vectors and dc coefficients are clustered.
In [20], segmentation is performed using ac/dc discrete cosine
transform (DCT) coefficients only; foreground/background
classification is based on thresholding the average temporal
change of each region, while the macroblock motion vectors are
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Fig. 1. Overview of the compressed-domain spatiotemporal segmentation algorithm and the feature extraction procedure.

not used. In [21], a method is developed for tracking manually
identified moving objects in the compressed stream based on
macroblock motion vectors.

To allow efficient indexing of large video databases, an algo-
rithm for the real-time, unsupervised spatiotemporal segmenta-
tion of video sequences in the compressed domain is proposed
in this paper. Only I- and P-frames are examined, since they
contain all information that is necessary for the proposed algo-
rithm; this is also the case for most other compressed-domain
algorithms. The bilinear motion model [22] is used to model
the motion of the camera (equivalently, the perceived motion of
static background) and, wherever necessary, the motion of the
identified moving objects. This is seen to produce much better
results than the simple clustering techniques using pure transla-
tional motion, which have been used by previous methods. An
iterative rejection scheme [23] and temporal consistency con-
straints are employed to deal with the fact that motion vectors
extracted from the compressed stream may not represent ac-
curately the actual object motion. Both foreground and back-
ground spatiotemporal objects are identified. This is useful, for
example, in retrieval applications, where, instead of querying for
a compound background, one is allowed to query for its con-
stituent objects, such as sky, sea, or mountain. The proposed
spatiotemporal segmentation algorithm is applied to shots; shot
detection is performed using the method of [24], chosen because
of its computational simplicity.

Furthermore, this paper presents an attempt to bridge the gap
between the low-level features extracted from the spatiotem-
poral objects and the high-level concepts used for querying. This
is usually restricted to domain-specific applications [25], [26],
where exact mapping of low-level features to objects using a
priori knowledge is feasible. In contrast to that, the proposed
scheme attempts to address the problem of retrieval in generic
video collections, where no possibility of structuring a domain-
specific knowledge base exists. In such generic collections, the
query-by-example paradigm [27] is usually employed. This is
based on the assumption that the user has access to a clip which
represents what the user seeks, which is not very realistic [2]
and, for this reason, other query strategies have recently been

proposed, such as the query-by-sketch paradigm presented in
[1]. In [2], the problem of bridging the gap between low-level
representation and high-level semantics is formulated as a prob-
abilistic pattern recognition problem. In [28] and [29], hybrid
methods extending the query-by-example strategy are devel-
oped.

In the proposed indexing and retrieval scheme, instead of
adopting the query-by-example strategy, the spatiotemporal
segmentation algorithm is combined with simple ontologies
[30]–[33] and a relevance feedback mechanism [34]–[36] based
on support vector machines [37], [38]. This scheme (Fig. 1)
allows for MPEG-7 compliant low-level indexing features to
be extracted for the spatiotemporal objects and subsequently be
associated with higher level descriptors that humans are more
familiar with; these are used to restrict the search to a set of
potentially relevant spatiotemporal objects. Final query results
are produced after one or more rounds of relevance feedback,
which result in those shots containing relevant objects being
ranked higher than others initially identified as potentially
relevant.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the extrac-
tion of information from the compressed stream is discussed. In
Section III, moving object segmentation and tracking methods
are developed. Section IV deals with background segmentation.
The indexing and retrieval scheme making use of the proposed
segmentation algorithm is discussed in Section V. Section VI
contains experimental evaluation of the developed methods,
and, finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

II. COMPRESSED-DOMAIN INFORMATION EXTRACTION

The information used by the proposed segmentation algo-
rithm is extracted from MPEG-2 [39] sequences during the de-
coding process. Specifically, motion vectors are extracted from
the P-frames and are used for foreground/background segmen-
tation and for the subsequent identification of different fore-
ground objects. Since P-frames are coded using motion informa-
tion from I-frame to P-frame or from P-frame to P-frame, their
motion information provides a clearer indication of the motion
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TABLE I
MASKS USED DURING FOREGROUND OBJECT SEGMENTATION

of an object compared to motion information derived from tem-
porally adjacent frames. In order to derive motion information
for the I-frames, averaging of the motion vectors of the P-frames
that are temporally adjacent to the given I-frame is performed,
rather than block matching employed in previous work on com-
pressed-domain tracking [21].

In order to further segment the background to its constituent
objects (e.g., sky and grass), the use of color information is
essential; this is due to the fact that the background has al-
ready been identified, using the motion information, as a non-
connected region of uniform motion. The color information ex-
tracted for the purpose of background segmentation is restricted
to the dc coefficients of the macroblocks, corresponding to the
Y, Cb, and Cr components of the MPEG color space. A single
dc coefficient is used to describe luminance (Y) information for
every macroblock. DC coefficients are present in I-frames and
intracoded macroblocks of P-frames but not in intercoded mac-
roblocks. However, they may be conveniently found in the latter
by extrapolation using the method in [40]. Alternatively, motion
information can be used for temporal tracking in P-frames of the
background regions formed in I-frames using color information.
The latter technique is employed in this work.

III. MOVING OBJECT SEGMENTATION AND TRACKING

A. Overview

The extraction of spatiotemporal moving objects is the
key challenge in any video segmentation algorithm. Before
proceeding with the detailed discussion of each step of the
moving object segmentation and tracking algorithm, the notion
of spatiotemporal objects is defined.

Definition: A spatiotemporal object is a set of temporally
adjacent spatial regions , , all
of which are nonempty ( , ) and which
for have been associated with by temporal
tracking of spatial region , using the framework described
in Sections III-D and IV for foreground and background spa-
tiotemporal objects, respectively:

The proposed algorithm for moving object extraction is based
on exploiting the motion information (motion vectors) of the
macroblocks and consists of three main steps.

Step 1) Iterative macroblock rejection is performed in a
frame-wise basis to detect macroblocks with mo-
tion vectors deviating from the single rigid plane
assumption. As a result, certain macroblocks of
the current frame are activated (marked as possibly
belonging to the foreground).

Step 2) The temporal consistency of the output of iterative
rejection over a number of frames is examined, to
detect activated macroblocks of the current frame
that cannot be tracked back to activated macroblocks
for a number of previous frames. These are excluded
from further processing (deactivated). This process
is based on temporal tracking of activated mac-
roblocks using their motion vectors.

Step 3) Macroblocks still activated after step 2 are clustered
to connected regions that are in turn assigned to
either preexisting or newly appearing spatiotem-
poral objects, based on the motion vectors of their
constituent macroblocks. Spatial and temporal
constraints are also applied to prevent the creation
of spatiotemporal objects inconsistent with human
expectation (e.g., single-macroblock objects or
objects with undesirably small temporal duration).

The above steps are explained in more detail in the sequel.
An overview of the different segmentation masks used in this
process is shown in Table I.

B. Iterative Macroblock Rejection

Iterative rejection is a method originally proposed in [41]
for global motion estimation using the output of a block
matching algorithm (BMA) and a four-parameter motion
model. In [23], the method was extended to the estimation of
the eight parameters of the bilinear motion model, used in turn
for the retrieval of video clips based on their global motion
characteristics. This method is based on iteratively estimating
the parameters of the global-motion model using least-square
estimation and rejecting those blocks whose motion vectors
result in larger than average estimation errors. The iterative
procedure is terminated when one iteration leaves the set of
rejected blocks unaltered. The underlying assumption is that
the background is significantly larger than the area covered
by the moving objects; thus, the application of the iterative
rejection scheme to the entire frame results in motion vectors
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affected by local (object) motion being rejected, and global
motion (camera motion or, equivalently, the perceived motion
of still background) being estimated.

In this study, iterative rejection based on the bilinear motion
model is used to generate the mask , indicating which
macroblocks have been rejected at time (or activated, from the
segmentation objective’s point of view). This is the first step
of foreground/background segmentation. Rejected (activated)
macroblocks are treated as potentially belonging to foreground
objects. Compared to classical methods based on examining
the temporal change of color features [42] for purposes of
fast raw-domain foreground/background segmentation, the
employed method of iterative rejection enjoys high efficiency,
especially when dealing with sequences captured by a moving
camera.

Although this is a fast and relatively simple method for de-
tecting macroblocks that belong to the foreground, several mac-
roblocks may be falsely activated. This may be due to inaccu-
rate estimation of motion vectors from the compressed stream
or to inability of the motion model to accurately capture the un-
dergoing global motion. In order to identify and discard falsely
activated macroblocks, the temporal consistency of the output
of iterative rejection over a number of previous frames is exam-
ined, as discussed in Section III-C.

C. Macroblock-Level Tracking

In order to examine the temporal consistency of the output of
iterative rejection, activated macroblocks are temporally tracked
using the compressed-domain motion vectors. The temporal
tracking is based upon the work presented in [21], where objects
are manually marked by selecting their constituent macroblocks
and these objects are subsequently tracked in the compressed
domain using the macroblock motion vectors. However, in
contrast to the method in [21], the proposed method requires
no human intervention for the selection of the macroblocks to
be tracked. A shortcoming of the method in [21] is the need
for block matching in order to extract motion features for the
I-frames. This is avoided in the present study by averaging the
motion vectors of the P-frames that are temporally adjacent to
the given I-frame, as already discussed in Section II.

More specifically, let be the tracking operator realizing
the tracking process of [21], whose input is a macroblock at time

and its output is the corresponding macroblock or macroblocks
at time . This correspondence is established by estimating
the overlapping of the examined macroblock with its spatially
adjacent ones, determined using the displacement indicated by
its motion vector. Then, the operator is defined as having
a mask (such as ) as input, applying the operator to the
set of all foreground macroblocks of that mask, and outputting
the corresponding mask at time .

Let denote the output foreground/background mask de-
rived via macroblock-level tracking, using masks ,

. The derivation of mask , using the operator
to evaluate and enforce the temporal consistency of the output
of iterative rejection over frames, can be expressed as

where denotes the intersection of foreground macroblocks
and , is a set of temporary foreground/back-
ground segmentation masks.

It is important to observe that the above process does not lead
to infinite error propagation: if a macroblock is falsely assigned
to the background, this will affect at most the subsequent
frames. Further, it may affect only the current frame, since the
tracking process, as explained in [21], results in the inflation of
tracked regions (in this case, the foreground part of the fore-
ground/background mask). The efficiency of macroblock-level
tracking in rejecting falsely activated macroblocks is demon-
strated in Fig. 2 for frame 220 of the “penguin” sequence.

D. Spatiotemporal Object Formation

After the rejection of falsely activated macroblocks, as de-
scribed in Section III-C, the remaining macroblocks are clus-
tered to connected foreground regions and are subsequently as-
signed to foreground spatiotemporal objects. Clustering to con-
nected regions , , is performed using a four-con-
nectivity component labeling algorithm [43]; this results in the
creation of mask . As will be discussed in the sequel, this
does not necessarily imply that each of these connected spatial
regions in belongs to a single spatiotemporal object . Only
for the first frame of the shot, in the absence of a previous object
mask (i.e., the output of the region formation and tracking
step, expressing the spatiotemporal object membership of each
macroblock), each connected region is assumed to correspond
to a single object as follows:

To determine whether a given spatial region belongs to one or
more preexisting spatiotemporal objects or to a newly appearing
one and to eventually create the object mask , motion pro-
jection is performed by applying the tracking operator to
the macroblocks of each spatiotemporal object of mask .
Thus, every connected region of mask can be assigned to
one of the following three categories.

1) A number of macroblocks , , of
have been assigned to spatiotemporal object in mask

, and no macroblock of has been assigned to
a spatiotemporal object , .

2) A number of macroblocks , , of
have been assigned to spatiotemporal object in mask

, and one or more macroblocks of have been
assigned to different spatiotemporal objects, namely ,

.
3) There is no spatiotemporal object in mask

having macroblocks of , , assigned
to it.

The parameter in the definition of the above categories
is estimated for every pair of a spatial region of mask and
the projection of a spatiotemporal object in mask .
Let , denote the size in macroblocks of the examined
pair ( and motion projection of object in mask
respectively). Then, the parameter is calculated as follows:

(1)
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Fig. 2. Frame 220 of the “penguin” sequence. (a) Original image. (b) Output of iterative rejectionR . (c) Activated macroblocks after macroblock-level tracking
for T = 4 (mask R ). (d) Final results showing the two spatiotemporal objects present in this frame (mask R ). The usefulness of macroblock-level tracking
in rejecting falsely activated macroblocks is evident.

Fig. 3. Synthetic example of the spatiotemporal object formation process of Section III-D. Using the object mask for the previous frame, (a) R , (b) mask
T (R ) is created. Comparison of the latter with (c) mask R reveals the presence of one spatial region (s ) that belongs to the second category (can be
associated with spatiotemporal objects o and o ), one that belongs to the first category (s , can be associated only with o ) and one that belongs to the third
category (s ). Treating the three different cases as described in Section III-D, (d) the object mask R is formed.

The value of the parameter was set to 0.5 on the basis of ex-
perimentation.

Obviously, the spatial regions classified in the third cate-
gory cannot be associated with an existing spatiotemporal ob-
ject; therefore, each region of this category forms a new spa-
tiotemporal object.

Similarly, the spatial regions classified in the first category
can only be associated with a single spatiotemporal object .
However, more than one spatial regions may be associated with
the same spatiotemporal object. In this case, the larger spatial
region becomes part of , while the rest are discarded (their
macroblocks are assigned to the background). This procedure
is intended to deal with objects breaking up: the fragments that
are discarded at time , if they actually correspond to moving
objects, will clearly be assigned to category 3) at time and
in turn be identified as new spatiotemporal objects.

As for the regions classified in the second category, the
initial correspondence of specific macroblocks belonging to
with spatiotemporal objects is employed so as to estimate the
parameters of the bilinear motion model for each of the com-
peting objects. Subsequently, each macroblock is assigned to
the object for which the motion estimation error in minimized.
This process elegantly handles moving objects that become spa-
tially adjacent. The possibility of merging two adjacent objects,
leaving unaltered any masks created at time , , is also
examined by estimating the parameters of their common motion
model (at time ) and comparing the corresponding mean-square
error with those of the motion models estimated for each object
separately.

The process of moving object segmentation and tracking
is terminated by imposing application-oriented restrictions
regarding the size and temporal duration of valid moving
objects, if any such restrictions exist. Generally, the removal of
very small objects and objects of very small temporal duration
is beneficial, since they are most likely to be false objects

and are of little use in the proposed indexing and retrieval
application. The above procedure is illustrated using real and
synthetic masks in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.

E. Pixel-Domain Boundary Refinement

In specific applications, the information that can be extracted
from a segmentation mask of macroblock-level accuracy may
be insufficient (e.g., for the extraction of shape descriptors of
high accuracy). In this case, pixel-domain processing of a par-
tially decompressed sequence may be required to extract ob-
ject masks of pixel accuracy. This can be achieved using the
color features of pixels in the area of each moving object and a
Bayes classifier for two-class separation (moving object/back-
ground) to reclassify all pixels in that area or a portion of them,
in a fashion similar to that of [44]. Pixel-accuracy masks created
using this refinement method are presented in the experimental
results section.

IV. BACKGROUND SEGMENTATION

After foreground spatiotemporal objects have been extracted,
background segmentation is performed based on classifying the
remaining macroblocks (assigned to the background) to one of
a number of background spatiotemporal objects. This task is
performed using two distinct steps, each dealing with one of the
different types of the examined frames. These steps are preceded
at the beginning of the shot, by a procedure for the estimation of
the number of background objects that should be created. The
result of the background segmentation is a final segmentation
mask .

Background segmentation begins by applying the maximin al-
gorithm [45] to the color dc coefficients of the first frame, which
is an I-frame. The maximin algorithm employs the Euclidean
distance in the YCrCb colorspace to identify radically different
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Fig. 4. Indexing system overview. Low-level and intermediate-level descriptor values for the spatiotemporal objects are stored in the object database;
intermediate-level descriptor values for the user-defined keywords are stored in the keyword database.

colors; these indicate the presence of different background spa-
tiotemporal objects. Its output is the number of estimated ob-
jects and their corresponding colors, which are used to initiate
the clustering process.

In I-frames, background macroblocks are clustered to back-
ground objects using the -means algorithm [45], [46], where

is the number of objects estimated by the maximin algorithm.
For the first frame of the shot, the color centers are initialized
using the output of the maximin algorithm, while for the subse-
quent I-frames the color centers of the resulting objects in the
previous I-frame are used for initialization. The connectivity of
the objects is enforced using a recursive component labeling
algorithm [43] to identify small nonconnected parts, which are
subsequently assigned to a spatially adjacent object on the basis
of color similarity. The connectivity constraint is useful in accu-
rately estimating the position of each object, which could other-
wise comprise nonconnected parts scattered in the entire frame.

In P-frames, the absence of color information can be dealt
with by using the macroblock motion vectors and a previous
final mask . Temporal tracking is then performed as dis-
cussed in Sections II and III: macroblocks that are associated
via the tracking process with more than one background objects
are assigned to the one for which the motion information indi-
cates a stronger association (i.e., a higher degree of overlapping
with it, as in Section III-C), while those not associated with any
object are assigned to one on the basis of spatial proximity.

V. OBJECT-BASED INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL USING

A SHOT ONTOLOGY

A. Overview

The proposed segmentation algorithm is suitable for intro-
ducing object-based functionalities to video indexing and re-
trieval applications, due to the formation of both foreground and
background spatiotemporal objects, for which object-based de-
scriptors in the context of the MPEG-7 Visual standard [47] can
be extracted. Examples of such standardized descriptors include
the dominant color descriptor, the scalable color descriptor,
contour-based and region-based shape descriptors, and motion
trajectory and parametric motion descriptors. The use of such
object-based descriptors permits the processing of more expres-
sive queries and makes indexing and retrieval more efficient,
compared to key-frame based indexing.

With the exception of a few MPEG-7 descriptors, such as Mo-
tion Activity, which are fairly high level, most standardized de-
scriptors are low-level arithmetic ones, chosen so as to ensure
their usefulness in a wide range of possible applications. These
descriptors, however, are not suitable for being directly manip-
ulated by the user of an indexing and retrieval scheme, e.g., for
defining the color of a desired object. When examining the spe-
cific application of object-based video indexing, it is possible
to alleviate this problem by translating certain low-level arith-
metic values to intermediate-level descriptors qualitatively de-
scribing the object attributes; the latter are preferable, since hu-
mans are more familiar with manipulating qualitative descrip-
tors than arithmetic values.

Extending the approach in [32] and [33], the values of the in-
termediate-level descriptors used for this qualitative description
form a simple vocabulary, the object ontology. Ontologies are
tools for structuring knowledge, defined as the specification of
a representational vocabulary for a shared domain of discourse
which may include definitions of classes, relations, functions,
and other objects. In the proposed scheme, ontologies are used
to facilitate the mapping of low-level descriptor values to higher
level semantics. An object ontology and a shot ontology are em-
ployed to enable the user to form, respectively, a simple qualita-
tive description of the desired objects and their relationships in
the shot; in parallel, a qualitative description of each spatiotem-
poral object in the database is automatically estimated using the
object ontology, as will be discussed in Section V-C.

Under the proposed scheme, a query is initiated by the user
qualitatively describing the semantic objects and their relations
in the desired shot. By comparing the user-supplied qualitative
description with the one automatically estimated for each spa-
tiotemporal object, clearly irrelevant ones can be discarded; the
remaining, potentially relevant ones are presented to the user at
random order. The user then evaluates a subset of them, marking
relevant ones simply by checking the appropriate “relevant” box.
By submitting this relevance feedback, one or two support vector
machines are trained and subsequently rank according to rele-
vance all potentially relevant spatiotemporal objects, using their
low-level descriptor values; the shots containing these objects
are then presented to the user, ordered by rank. This relevance
feedback process can then be repeated, to further enhance the
output of the query. The architecture of the indexing scheme and
the query procedure are graphically illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5.
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Fig. 5. Query process overview.

TABLE II
SET OF USED MPEG-7 DESCRIPTORS

B. MPEG-7 Descriptors

As soon as a sequence of segmentation masks is produced
for each video shot, a set of descriptor values useful in querying
the database are calculated for each spatiotemporal object. Stan-
dardized MPEG-7 descriptors are used, to allow for flexibility
in exchanging indexing information with other MPEG-7 com-
pliant applications. The different MPEG-7 descriptors used in
this work are summarized in Table II.

As can be seen from Table II, each object property need not
be associated with a single descriptor. For example, in the case
of object motion, two different motion trajectories are calcu-
lated for each foreground object, as the result of the use of two
different coordinate systems (values “Local” and “Integrated”
of Spatial 2D Coordinates descriptor). In the latter case, the
use of a fixed, with respect to the camera, reference point for
the coordinate system allows the categorization (e.g., fast or
slow, direction) of foreground object motion even in the pres-
ence of a moving camera. Regarding background objects, using
“Local” coordinates is more appropriate, since the goal is not
to extract speed characterization or motion direction but rather
their qualitative space-localization in the frame. To facilitate
the policing of spatial relations between foreground and back-
ground objects, a trajectory using “Local” coordinates is calcu-
lated for the former, as well.

Two MPEG-7 “color” descriptors are also used; unlike
motion descriptors, they both apply to all objects. This duality
serves the purpose of satisfying the diverse requirements set
by the general architecture of the retrieval scheme: low-level

descriptors should be easy to map to intermediate-level quali-
tative descriptors (e.g., names of basic colors) and still permit
accurate retrieval. A few most-dominant colors of the Dominant
Color descriptor are most appropriate for associating with
color-names, whereas when using the low-level descriptors
directly, color histograms (GoF/GoP Color) demonstrate
better retrieval performance [48]; they also have the advantage
of being compatible with the L2 norm used as part of the
employed relevance feedback mechanism.

C. Object and Shot Ontologies

1) Object Ontology: In this study, ontologies [49], [50] are
employed to allow the user to query a video collection using se-
mantically meaningful concepts (semantic objects), without the
need for performing manual annotation of visual information.
A simple object ontology is used to enable the user to describe
semantic objects, like “tiger”, using a vocabulary of interme-
diate-level descriptor values. These are automatically mapped
to the low-level descriptor values calculated for each spatiotem-
poral object in the database, thus allowing the association of
keywords representing semantic objects (e.g., the “tiger” key-
word) and potentially relevant spatiotemporal objects. The sim-
plicity of the employed object ontology permits its applicability
to generic video collections without requiring the correspon-
dence between spatiotemporal objects and relevant descriptors
to be defined manually. This object ontology can be expanded
so as to include additional descriptors corresponding either to
low-level properties (e.g., texture) or to higher level semantics
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Fig. 6. Object ontology. The correspondence between low-level MPEG-7 descriptors and intermediate-level descriptors is shown.

which, in domain-specific applications, could be inferred either
from the visual information itself or from associated informa-
tion (e.g., subtitles).

The object ontology is presented in Fig. 6, where the possible
intermediate-level descriptors and descriptor values are shown.
Each value of these intermediate-level descriptors is mapped to
an appropriate range of values of the corresponding low-level,
arithmetic descriptor. With the exception of color (e.g., “black”)
and direction (e.g., “low high”) descriptor values, the value
ranges for every low-level descriptor are chosen so that the re-
sulting intervals are equally populated. This is pursued so as to
prevent an intermediate-level descriptor value from being asso-
ciated with a plurality of spatiotemporal objects in the database,
since this would render it useless in restricting a query to the po-
tentially most relevant ones. Overlapping, up to a point, of adja-
cent value ranges, is used to introduce a degree of fuzziness to
the descriptor values; for example, both “slightly oblong” and
“moderately oblong” values may be used to describe a single
object.

Let be the th descriptor value (e.g., “slightly ob-
long”) of intermediate-level descriptor (e.g., “shape”) and

be the range of values of the corresponding
arithmetic descriptor . Given the probability density function

and the factor expressing the degree of overlapping
of adjacent value ranges, the requirement that value ranges
should be equally populated defines lower and upper bounds

, which are easily calculated by

(2)

(3)

(4)

Fig. 7. Graphical illustration of the derivation of (2)–(4).

where is the number of descriptor values defined for the
examined descriptor (for example, for “shape,” ),
and is the lower bound of the values of variable . The
overlapping factor was selected equal to in our
experiments. The derivation of (2)–(4) is graphically illustrated
in Fig. 7. Since all value ranges , , are
equally populated, the quantity , which equals
the length of the boldfaced linear segments on the left side of
the second diagram of Fig. 7, is independent of . For each
pair of adjacent linear segments, the length of their overlapping
part is by definition . Adding the length
of all linear segments and then subtracting the length of
the parts that, due to overlapping, were counted twice in the
initial sum, provides the quantity 1, as illustrated in Fig. 7.
Thus, . Equation (3) is
directly derived from this for ; (2) and (4) are similarly
derived.

Regarding color, a correspondence between the 11 basic
colors [51], used as color descriptor values, and the values of
the hue saturation value (HSV) color space is heuristically
defined. More accurate correspondences based on the psycho-
visual findings of, e.g., [51] and others are possible, as in [52]
and [53]; however, this investigation is beyond the scope of the
present work. Regarding the direction of motion, the mapping
between values for the descriptors “ direction,” “ direction,”
and the MPEG-7 Motion Trajectory descriptor is based on
the sign of the cumulative displacement of the foreground
spatiotemporal objects.
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Fig. 8. Shot ontology.

Fig. 9. Results of moving-object detection, final mask after background segmentation, and moving objects after pixel-domain boundary refinement for the
“Table-tennis” sequence, frames 10, 88, 154, 214, and 265.

2) Shot Ontology: In order to enable the formulation of de-
scriptive queries, a simple shot ontology is defined. As described
in Fig. 8, the definition of the shot ontology allows the submis-
sion of either single-keyword or dual-keyword queries; how-
ever, one can easily extend the shot ontology to allow for mul-
tiple-keyword queries. Desired temporal and spatial relation-
ships between the objects can be expressed, along with the spec-
ification of the desired motion activity of the shot according to
the MPEG-7 Motion Activity descriptor. The temporal relations

defined in [54] are employed in this study, along with simple
spatial relationship descriptors defining the desired position of
the second object with respect to the first.

As soon as a query is formulated by describing the desired
shot using the shot ontology, the intermediate-level descriptor
values associated with each desired semantic object/keyword
are compared to those of each spatiotemporal object contained
in the database. Descriptors for which no values have been
associated with the desired semantic object are ignored; for
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Fig. 10. Results of moving-object detection, final mask after background segmentation, and moving objects after pixel-domain refinement for the “Coast-guard”
sequence, frames 10, 28, 37, 202, and 250.

each remaining descriptor, spatiotemporal objects not sharing
at least one descriptor value with those assigned to the desired
semantic object are deemed irrelevant. In the case of dual-key-
word queries, the above process is performed for each desired
semantic object separately and only shots containing at least
two distinct potentially relevant spatiotemporal objects, one
for each keyword, are returned; if desired spatial or temporal
relationships between the semantic objects have been defined,
compliance with these constraints is checked using the corre-
sponding low-level descriptors, in order to further reduce the
number of potentially relevant shots returned to the user.

D. Relevance Feedback

After narrowing down the search to a set of potentially rel-
evant spatiotemporal objects, relevance feedback is employed
to produce a qualitative evaluation of the degree of relevance
of each spatiotemporal object. The employed mechanism is
based on a method proposed in [38], where it is used for image
retrieval using global image properties under the query-by-ex-
ample scheme. This method combines support vector machines
(SVM) [37] with a constrained similarity measure (CSM) [38].
Support vector machines employ the user-supplied feedback

(training samples) to learn the boundary separating the two
classes (positive and negative samples, respectively). Each
sample (in our case, spatiotemporal object) is represented by
its low-level descriptor vector . Following the boundary esti-
mation, the CSM is employed to provide a ranking; in [38], the
CSM employs the Euclidean distance from the key-image used
for initiating the query for images inside the boundary (images
classified as relevant) and the distance from the boundary for
those classified as irrelevant. Under the proposed scheme, no
key-image is used for query initiation; the CSM is therefore
modified so as to assign to each spatiotemporal object classified
as relevant the minimum of the Euclidean distances between it
and all positive training samples (i.e., spatiotemporal objects
marked as relevant by the user during relevance feedback).

The above relevance feedback technique was realized using
the SVM software libraries of [55]. The Gaussian radial basis
function is used as a kernel function by the SVM, as in [38], to
allow for nonlinear discrimination of the samples. The low-level
descriptor vector is composed of the 256 values of the his-
togram (GoF/GoP Color descriptor) along with the eccentricity
value of the Contour Shape descriptor and either the position
or the speed in the and axes, depending on whether the ex-
amined spatiotemporal object belongs to the background or the
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Fig. 11. Results of moving-object detection, final mask after background segmentation, and moving objects after pixel-domain refinement for the “Penguin”
sequence, frames 1, 7, 175, 220, and 223.

foreground respectively. In the case of dual-keyword queries,
two different SVMs are independently trained and the shot rank
is calculated as the sum of the two ranks. This relevance feed-
back process can be repeated as many times as necessary, each
time using all previously supplied training samples.

Furthermore, it is possible to store the parameters of the
trained SVM and the corresponding training set for every
keyword that has already been used in a query at least once.
This endows the system with the capability to respond to
anticipated queries without initially requiring any feedback;
in a multiuser (e.g., web-based) environment, it additionally
enables different users to share knowledge, either in the form of
semantic object descriptions or in the form of results retrieved
from the database. In either case, further refinement of retrieval
results is possible by additional rounds of relevance feedback.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithms and methodologies were tested on
known test sequences, as well as a collection of 812 video shots
created by digitizing parts of movies and collecting video clips
available on the internet.

Results of the real-time compressed-domain segmentation al-
gorithm are presented for the “Table-tennis” (Fig. 9), “Coast-

guard” (Fig. 10), “Penguin” (Fig. 11), and “Stair” (Fig. 12) se-
quences in CIF format. Segmentation masks both before ( ,
second column of Figs. 9–12) and after the background segmen-
tation ( , third column of Figs. 9–12) are presented, to clearly
demonstrate the foreground and background objects identified
in the compressed stream by the proposed algorithm. Results
after the application of pixel-domain boundary refinement (Sec-
tion III-E) to the moving objects are also presented in the afore-
mentioned figures. It is seen that the proposed algorithm suc-
ceeds in extracting the actual foreground objects depicted in the
sequences. No oversegmentation is caused by the proposed ap-
proach and thus the formation of meaningful spatiotemporal ob-
jects is facilitated. Additionally, very few false objects are cre-
ated. Moving objects that have halted, as the rightmost penguin
in Fig. 11, are assigned new labels when they resume moving.

The proposed segmentation approach imposes little addi-
tional computational burden to the computational complexity
of a standard MPEG decoder. Excluding any processes of the
MPEG decoder, the proposed compressed-domain segmenta-
tion algorithm requires on the average 5.02 ms per processed
CIF-format I/P-frame on an 800-MHz Pentium III. This trans-
lates to almost 600 frames per second considering the presence
of two consecutive B-frames between every two I/P-frames,
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Fig. 12. Results of moving-object detection, mask after background segmentation, and moving objects after pixel-domain refinement for the “Stair” sequence,
frames 238, 661, 679, 1330, and 1336.

which is typical for MPEG-2 sequences and is the case for the
employed test media. The pixel-domain boundary refinement
of Section III-E requires on the average 0.48 seconds per
processed I/P-frame. The latter procedure is not necessary for
applications like the indexing and retrieval scheme proposed in
this study.

The segmentation algorithm of Sections III and IV was
subsequently applied to a collection of 812 video shots used
for indexing and retrieval experiments, resulting to the creation
of 3058 spatiotemporal objects. MPEG-7 low-level descriptors
were calculated for each of the created objects, as described
in Section V-B. Following that, the mapping between these
low-level descriptors and the intermediate-level descriptors
defined by the object ontology was performed; this was done by
estimating the low-level-descriptor lower and upper boundaries
corresponding to each intermediate-level descriptor value, as
discussed in Section V-C. Since a large number of heteroge-
neous spatiotemporal objects was used for the initial boundary
calculation, future insertion of heterogeneous video clips to the
database is not expected to significantly alter the proportion of
spatiotemporal objects associated with each descriptor value;
thus, the mapping between low-level and intermediate-level
descriptors is not to be repeated, regardless of future insertions.

The next step in the experimentation with the proposed
system was to use the object ontology to define, using the
available intermediate-level descriptors, high-level concepts,
i.e., semantic objects. Since the purpose of the first phase of
each query is to employ these definitions to reduce the data
set by excluding obviously irrelevant spatiotemporal objects,
the definitions of semantic objects need not be particularly
restrictive; this is convenient from the users’ point of view,
since the user can not be expected to have perfect knowledge
of the color, shape and motion characteristics of the object
sought in the database [56]. Two such definitions, namely for
the “red car” and “cheetah” keywords, are illustrated in Fig. 13.
Subsequently, the shot ontology was employed to form and
submit the query. Several experiments were conducted using
single-keyword or dual-keyword queries. Ontology-based
querying resulted in initial query results produced by excluding
the majority of spatiotemporal objects in the database, which
were found to be clearly irrelevant.

Finally, one or more pages of fifteen randomly selected,
potentially relevant spatiotemporal objects were presented to
the user for manual evaluation; the user checked the “relevant”
check-box for those that were actually relevant. As a rule,
evaluating one or two such pages was found to be sufficient.
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Fig. 13. Exemplary definitions of semantic objects using the object ontology, employed in retrieval experiments.

Fig. 14. Results for a “red car” query: (a) shots containing potentially relevant objects, identified using the intermediate-level descriptors and (b) results after one
round of relevance feedback.

The average time required for the SVM training and the
subsequent object ranking was 0.44 s, on an 800-MHz Pentium
III. The fifteen most relevant spatiotemporal objects, according
to rank, after the application of one or two rounds of relevance

feedback are presented in Figs. 14 and 15 accordingly. Initial
query results before the application of relevance feedback are
also presented in these figures, demonstrating the improvement
achieved during the relevance feedback stage.
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Fig. 15. Results for a “cheetah” query: (a) shots containing potentially relevant objects, identified using the intermediate-level descriptors and (b) results after
two rounds of relevance feedback.

VII. CONCLUSION

An algorithm for the unsupervised segmentation of com-
pressed image sequences was presented in this paper, along
with an associated video indexing and retrieval scheme. The
proposed segmentation algorithm was shown to operate in
real-time on a PC, producing semantically meaningful spa-
tiotemporal objects both for the foreground and the background
of the shot. Due to its real-time, unsupervised operation,
the proposed algorithm is very suitable for content-based
multimedia applications requiring the manipulation of large
volumes of visual data. The proposed video indexing and
retrieval scheme, based on the combination of the proposed
segmentation algorithm with ontologies and relevance feed-
back tools, enabled the formulation of descriptive queries and
demonstrated efficient retrieval of visual information.
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